
By Keith Richards

American markets
have been rising
sharply recently,
while Canadian

markets have also begun
to show some life.

Indeed, markets have
been true to form, having
first bottomed out last fall
before picking up strength
over the winter.

For example, both the S&P 500
and the Dow Jones Industrial Aver-
age recently hit 52-week highs.

I’m still optimistic that markets
may continue to come on strong
right into spring. But there are now
signs that it may be time for a pull-
back over the near term.

One such sign is the widening
crack between the Dow Industri-
als and the Dow Transports — a
warning, if you believe the Dow
Theory.

Let me explain. The theory says
that when one of these averages
climbs to an intermediate high, the
other will likely follow suit within a
reasonable amount of time.

If not, the averages show “diver-
gence” and the markets will likely
undergo a correction.

Divergence isn’t the only sign a
correction will happen. Technical
indicators such as momentum and
sentiment are also showing signs a
correction may be in the offing.

Meanwhile, the S&P 500 is
bumping up against the very
strong resistance — 1,360 to 1,370
— it hit several times last summer.

Even market darling Apple Inc.
(AAPL-NASDAQ, $513.69) has been
lately showing signs of short-term
price consolidation.

Both developments are indica-
tions the market is due for a correc-
tion — and due for one soon.

To see the bigger picture, we can
also look at a long-term indicator.
Fundamentally, some research an-
alysts may argue that there’s  plen-

ty of value in the market.
Yet, the Shiller price-

to-earnings ratio (trailing)
could put the lie to this.
That’s because the ratio,
now 23, is actually pricey.

Indeed, history shows
that markets often slide
into strong reversals, not to
mention outright bear
markets, when the Shiller
hits the low-to-mid-’20s.

Bear in mind that the Shiller is a
valuation indicator for the long and
not the short term.

Still, according to the Shiller, the
market now resembles a tightly in-
flated balloon. And a balloon only
stays inflated as long as it avoids the
sharp objects that would seem to
lurk around every corner.

Despite the warning signs, I
don’t anticipate a strong sell-off just
yet. Seasonal factors, along with
market momentum, remain posi-
tive enough to keep the party going
for a while at least.

Cash position is bet
For my part, I remain reason-

ably bullish with 80 per cent of my
equity platform invested in stocks.
My cash position, 20 per cent, is a
bet on a modest pullback.

I expect to start using the cash
shortly to buy stocks at lower
prices. Meanwhile, I hold some sec-
tors — particularly energy and min-
ing — that stand out for their solid
technical profile.

To cover energy, I own two ex-
c h a n g e - t r a d e d  f u n d s :  B M O
S&P/TSX Equal Weight Oil & Gas
Index (ZEO-TSX, $15.49) and
iShares S&P/TSX Capped Energy
Index (XEG-TSX, $18.43).

Rather than buy an ETF for min-
ing and metals, I hold Teck Re-
sources Ltd. (TCK.B-TSX, $40.64) in
my managed equity accounts.

Highly diversified, Teck has in-
terests in copper, metallurgical coal,
metallurgical zinc, gold, molybde-

num and specialty metals.
It also has stakes in various oil-

sands assets, making it a minor en-
ergy play as well.

For the past little while, I’ve
been focusing as well on higher div-
idend or lower beta stocks.

Lowering a portfolio’s beta (a
measurement of a stock’s sensi-
tivity to broader market move-
ments) allows investors to partic-
ipate in the market, but without
the same volatility level of broad-
er indices.

For dividends and growth, I own
an ETF — the BMO S&P/TSX Equal
Weight Banks Index (ZEB-TSX,
$17.37) — thereby giving me a fair-
ly big exposure to the Canadian fi-
nancial services sector.

I also own a few financial stocks,
one being Home Capital Group
Inc. (HCG-TSX, $49.65), a Toronto-
based mortgage provider.

Another one of my holdings in
this sector is Intact Financial  Corp.
(IFC-TSX, $59.89), Canada’s leading
provider of property and casualty
insurance.

Both companies boast superior
fundamentals and superb charts.

Yet another standout in the low-
beta, high dividend space are Cana-
dian utilities. Here, I own BMO
Equal Weight Utilities Index (ZUT-
TSX, $16.31).

Not only does this ETF now pay

out over five per cent in dividends,
but its price chart has been stable
for the past few years.

For another utilities ETF, you
can buy iShares S&P/TSX Capped
Utilities Index (XUT-TSX, $20.85).
As its name implies, it has capped
weightings for each stock it holds.

Canadian utilities now have a
beta of roughly 0.70, making the
sector comparatively stable. In-
deed, a beta below one implies
less volatility than the overall
market.

So, if markets turn down in the
second half of this year, the flat
trading profile of the utilities sector
may be a good place to be.

Meanwhile, if you want an all-
in-one low-beta ETF, buy BMO’s
Low Volatility Canadian Equity
(ZLB-TSX, $15.54).

It quantitatively measures —
and holds — the 40 lowest beta
stocks from the 100 largest, most
liquid securities in Canada.

And it’s rebalanced semi-annu-
ally to ensure it meets this objective.

The fund, which is now paying
over two per cent in dividends,
makes sense for investors who want
an easy addition to a lower volatili-
ty equity portfolio.

Keith Richards is portfolio manag-
er of ValueTrend Wealth Manage-
ment of Barrie, Ont.
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